Perfecto mobilizes your brand by perfecting
the digital experiences that define it.
Perfecto streamlines the testing process across all digital platforms, including physical
mobile devices and web browsers, under real end-user conditions in a single cloudbased lab. We provide the deep, real-time insights you need to strengthen every digital
interaction and nurture loyal, empowered users.

“

Our customers depend on us to deliver
the best quality services. Perfecto’s testing
solutions bring automation and innovation to
T-Mobile labs and are a perfect complement
to our testing efforts.

”

Grant Castle, VP of Engineering
Services at T-Mobile

Perfecto Helps You Focus on
Building Apps, Not Infrastructure
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Perfecto’s Continuous Quality Lab™ is a 100% cloud-based platform that offers a secure, fullygoverned environment for digital and mobile automated testing. We enable developers and
testers to access real mobile devices and tablets connected to live networks around the world
and test against real-user conditions.

Blind Spots

Cloud-based device
management.
Wide selection of legacy and new
devices, securely managed in the cloud,
to maximize coverage with
less hassle and cost.

Test what users see.
Hybrid approach supports the
combined use of visual and object level
analysis. Combine the most effective
object recognition methods (OCR,
image, native and DOM objects) to test
most effectively.

Cost-effective scalability.
SaaS platform allows you to start
small and cost-effectively extend
test coverage on hundreds of real
devices across the SDLC.

Collaboration among
distributed testing teams.
Our platform supports on/near /off
shoring of test teams with real-time
online device video sharing of test
executions.

Perfecto Fits Seamlessly Into
Your Delivery Chain

Perfecto helps transform
the way enterprise
organizations deliver
digital experiences
by enabling them to
develop, test, deploy and
monitor mobile and web
applications with more
confidence.
Our flexible solution is
100% cloud-based and can
be customized exactly for
your needs.
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Out-of-the-box integration with Eclipse, Visual Studio, and more.
Download test results in a report and easily share these with your team.
Industry standard interfaces, such as Selenium and Appium,
are now enterprise ready.
Continuous integration and automation through Jenkins, TFS, and more.
Manual to test automation tooling with our device agnostic ScriptOnce tool.
Robust automation capabilities with full gesture support, device feature access, and more.

Perfecto Cloud-Based Lab Also Available On-Premise or as a Hybrid/Cloud
For enterprises requiring 24/7 device access to
distributed teams, Perfecto provides a hosted,
private cloud. This option allows teams in different
geographies to have remote access to the same devices
and reduces the costs of purchasing and managing
devices and installing client software, drivers and
updates.
Perfecto’s local, on-premise CQ lab provides insidethe-firewall access to a local cloud of smartphones and
tablets for automated and manual testing.
This set-up is ideal for companies with compliance
policies stating that testing be done on premises.

Data Security

Risk and Compliance

In addition to compliance and access
security controls, all devices are locked
inside access-controlled steel cases. We
always align with industry best practices
including NIST and ISO 27002 control
frameworks.  

Perfecto’s 13 global data centers include
certifications for SOC2 & PCI, 508
Compliance, and Safe Harbor. We are also
certified with the Cloud Security Alliance
(CSA) and are TRUSTe Verified.  
		

Biometric Access

Network Optimized

We rely on the latest and most reliable security
access controls including biometric readers,
mantraps and CCTV monitoring.
Every data center also includes 24-hour
managed security that includes foot patrols and
perimeter inspections.

Access our clouds via high bandwidth
networks that connect to all major carriers
and are located near major Internet hubs.
Data is transmitted across encrypted links
and each center is designed around reliable
disaster recovery.

The Proof Is Out There
More than 1,500 customers, including 50% of the Fortune 500 across the banking, insurance, retail, telecommunications and
media industries, rely on Perfecto to deliver optimal digital functionality and end-user experiences.
Perfecto is recognized by our customers, the media and the technology analyst community as the leader in digital app quality
and the pioneer of the Continuous Quality practice used within many of the world’s largest enterprises.

Perfecto’s tools and support are an important part of our mobile quality arsenal -

781.205.4111

www.perfectomobile.com

